
Preliminary Customer Experience Key Performance Indicators (DRAFT) Attachment C

CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY KPI DESCRIPTION/EXAMPLES/NOTES
Convenience

Journey Experience
Availability for Journey Frequency (Did the service run as planned?)
Journey Time/On-board 
time Passenger journeys on-time (Were there trip disruptions or delays?)
Journey Time/Wait time Vehicle punctuality (Did the vehicle show up on-time to origins and destinations?)
Number of Transfers to 
complete journey

Ease of Use
Transfers

Vertical Circulation
Reliability How long are elevators/escalators down before repaired? How often are they down?
Redundancy Are there backup elevators/escalators in the same location?
Wait time How long is the average wait for a transfer? How accurate is the estimated wait time?

Accessible Route

Availability
Are multiple routes available, and how convenient are they (especially when they involve 
vertical circulation)?

Condition Are there obstructions in the path of the accessible route?
Wayfinding (Can include static 
and digital)

Availability Is signage present and obvious?
Accuracy Does signage provide correct information?
Clarity Is signage easy to follow and understand?

Trip Information
Availability Is trip information in multiple forms easy to access, regardless of ability?
Accuracy Is trip information correct?
Clarity Is trip information easy to follow and understand?
Timeliness Does trip information reflect current conditions?

Ticketing
TAP information How easy to understand? How accurate and clear?
Ticket Vending Machine 
reliability Frequency of failure; How long before a TVM is repaired? Redundancy of machines
TAP reliability Transactions per failure
Bus TAP vending (Future) Availability and reliability
Fare gate reliability Transactions per failure; Time to repair
Bus TAP reliability Transactions per failure; Time to repair
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Preliminary Customer Experience Key Performance Indicators (DRAFT) Attachment C

CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY KPI DESCRIPTION/EXAMPLES/NOTES
Ease of Use (continued)

Passenger Information
on-vehicle (rail or bus) 
announcements

Is volume sufficient? Is information relevant and accurate? Is language easy to understand 
and clear?

On-platform 
announcements

Is volume sufficient? Is information relevant and accurate? Is language easy to understand 
and clear?

Comfort
Cleanliness Frequency of cleaning (of facility, equipment, etc.); standards of cleanliness

Security
Perception of secure environment (visibility, security presence, responsiveness to security 
calls, etc.). Suggest putting Security under its own heading.

Environmental Conditions
Lighting How well lit is the facility or location? How long before a light is out before repair?
Temperature Ability to maintain temperature in controlled environment
Ventilation Air quality in controlled environment
Shade Availability of shelter from environmental conditions
Seating Availability and condition of seating for customers

Passenger loading Is overcrowding predictabe on the buses/trains at any particular time?
Customer Care

Customer-facing interactions Total call time (actual customer interaction)
Idle chats Idle chat time (measures unproductive time for a call center representative)
Call abandonment Number of calls abandoned in given period (indicates wait times)
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